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Rehoming of hounds in the event
of a ban on hunting with dogs

At the time of the Burns Inquiry it was estimated that approximately 
20,0001 hounds are kept in England and Wales by fox, deer, hare and
mink hunt kennels. These hounds are produced specifically for hunting
live quarry and, in the case of foxhounds, they are trained to hunt and
kill foxes by first killing cubs in August–October. 

Puppies showing no aptitude for hunting are usually shot, as are those that become too old to hunt 

(usually at about half their natural life expectancy). Indeed the Burns Report quotes a figure of 

3,0002 hounds being put down every year because they have reached the age of six or seven (this 

was supplied to the Burns Inquiry by the Countryside Alliance). It is estimated that hunts kill around 

3,000 hounds per year due to ‘old age’. This figure does not include those that do not perform in

the field, become injured or are deemed unsuitable for other reasons. It is not unreasonable to 

estimate that these circumstances account for an extra 2,000 killings of hounds per year.

Many hunts have claimed that, in the event of a hunt ban, they would have to shoot all their own 

hounds en masse because they are not domesticated animals and so cannot be rehomed. CPHA believes

that this would be totally irresponsible and unnecessary and has pledged to do everything it can to 

prevent the mass destruction of hounds at the hands of hunts. The Committee of Inquiry into Hunting 

with Dogs in England and Wales found that: “…any need to put down hounds or horses, in the event

of a ban, could be minimised if there was a suitable lead-in time before it was implemented”.

Ownership of hounds in the event of a ban will remain with the hunts, who would have three other options

open to them: 

■ to disband the hunt and rehome their hounds

■ to disband the hunt but keep their hounds

■ to convert to drag hunting.

The Hunting Bill contains a lead in period of three months, however hunts have effectively been 

given notice of a ban and have over a year to allow the breeding of hounds to be stopped in preparation 

for a ban. CPHA believes that responsible hunts should start to wind down breeding immediately 

in order to reduce the number of hounds left when a ban is implemented.

In the event of a ban, hunts should first consider switching to drag hunting. Lord Burns noted in his 

report that there would be: “greater incentive, in the event of a ban, to expand the number of drag 

and bloodhound packs and the levels of participation in both sports”. A number of hunts may choose

to keep a hound pack, probably of reduced size, either for drag hunting or purely for reasons of 

sentiment or interest.

Those hunts that choose to disband altogether should take full advantage of the time they have until

the hunting ban takes effect. During this time CPHA advises that they consult relevant animal welfare

organisations to explore and consider all the possible rehoming options. In cases where the hunt 

disbands altogether and hounds are no longer wanted hunts should be encouraged to relocate their

hounds to appropriate drag hunts. Drag hunting is practised in a number of European countries

where animal welfare standards are good.

Those hounds that cannot be rehomed with drag hunts should be assessed for their suitability for 

rehoming elsewhere, either in groups or as individuals. Hunts could seek the help of those animal

welfare organisations with relevant experience at an early stage. 
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As puppies, many hunting hounds are puppy walked (housed with families as pets) before they are 

introduced to the pack. They are therefore used to living with humans in a household and can adapt

again rapidly. The Burns Report found that: “In some cases …the hounds retire to live with families 

who ‘walked’ them as puppies and who have often continued to look after them during summer breaks”.

Many hunts also ‘farm out’ their hounds to local smallholders, etc. outside the hunting season. 

Some of the individuals concerned become quite attached to the hounds and might choose to keep

them permanently. Suitable transitional homes are used to condition dogs to new environments and

identification of suitable fosterers is another area where, again, cooperation could be beneficial.

If hunts cooperate with animal welfare organisations at an early stage the welfare of the hounds 

should be protected. Good dialogue between those organisations able to offer practical help and

advice and the hunts would greatly reduce the number of any hounds being destroyed. Finally, 

hunting will end only once. The efforts made to find homes for hounds would be a one-off 

undertaking, unlike the year-in, year-out need to find homes for dogs from other working sectors,

such as greyhound racing. Inevitably, the hunts might have to put down some hounds with disease 

or behavioural difficulties but CPHA believes that everything possible should be done to give as

many hounds as possible a second chance of life.

1 Para. 6.81 Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Hunting with Dogs in England & Wales, June 2000.

2 Para. 6.79 Report of the Committee of Inquiry into Hunting with Dogs in England & Wales, June 2000.


